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Degenerate conical intersections: The interaction between the 3 2A 8
and 4 2A 8 electronic states of C 2H as a case study
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In this Letter are presented and analyzed conical intersections which appear on the two symmetric
sides of theC2v line of the C2H molecule. Two conical intersections~CI! of this kind, between the
3 2A8 and 42A8 electronic states, were found to be only a short distance apart, e.g.,;0.3 Å for the
CC distance of 1.25 Å. It is shown that these two CIs—to be termed CI twins—have opposite
‘‘charges’’ thus forming altogether a weak interaction. By increasing the CC distance, to 1.35 Å, the
two twins coalesce to form a single CI. The interaction of this merged pair varies with the distance
asq21 ~as is the case for conical intersections! but, in contrast to ordinary CIs, does not exhibit any
topological effects and its intensity is shown to be zero. These features led us to term it as a
degenerate CI or concisely DCI. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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It is well known that the two lowest electronic states
the C2H molecule, namely, 12A8 and 22A8, form a conical
intersection~CI! in the linear configuration.1 For instance, if
the distance between the two carbons is 1.35 Å the posi
of the CI is at point on the CC axis at a distance of 1.60
apart from one of the carbons. In fact, due to symmetry, th
are two CIs, one on each side of the two carbons. In w
follows the two CIs, will be denoted as the~1,2! CIs. ~An-
other CI, between the second and the third states, was
cently revealed by Cui and Morokuma.2!

In a recent publication the two~1,2! CIs were calculated3

at the state-average CASSCF~complete active space sel
consistent field!4 with the 6-311G** basis set5 including five
lowest doublet states ofA8 symmetry. We used the activ
space including all nine valence electrons distributed on n
orbitals ~full valence active space!. The nonadiabatic cou
pling matrix elements were calculated using theMOLPRO

program6 employing the analytic gradient technique7 for the
state-average CASSCF wave functions. Next, the line in
gral approach8,9 was employed and it was found that th
result of the integration along a closed contour that surrou
the two CIs, is identically zero! This implies, as will be
shown here, that although their effect is not isotropic, th
can be considered like two charges withoppositesigns. In
the present case the two~1,2! CIs, to be termed ‘‘twins,’’ are
far apart~;4.55 Å! and the fact that they have opposite sig
is, eventually, interesting but of no immediate consequen

a!Electronic mail: mebel@po.iams.sinica.edu.tw
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Here we consider two other~symmetric! CI twins, the~3,4!
twins, between the 32A8 and 42A8 electronic states, that ar
located at relatively small distance on the two sides of
C2v line. Moreover, it was found that by varying the C
relative positions the distance between them could be m
arbitrarily small. In this Letter, we report on the topologic
effects due to such close twins and in particular what h
pens as they coalesce.

The theoretical approach that led to this finding is bas
on the following line integral:8

g~s!5E
s0

s

t12~s8!•ds8, ~1!

where the integration is performed along a contourG, the
pointss ands0 are located on this contour,t12(s) is a nona-
diabatic coupling term~NACT!—a vector—which couples
the two states,ds8 is a differential~vector! length alongG
and the dot stands for a scalar product. The angleg(s),
namely, the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation~ADT!
angle, is the main subject of the numerical treatment. Also
was shown, that its value,a~G! ~when calculated for a close
contour! has to fulfill the condition9,10

a~G!5 R
G
t12~s8!•ds85np, ~2!

where,n is an integer or zero@a~G! is also known as the
topological angle and some refer to it as the Berry phase#.
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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At this stage the following comment is in order: Th
condition that Eq.~1! bears any relevance to reality and E
~2! is fulfilled, is that thet12(s) vector has to satisfy the
‘‘Curl’’ condition, 8,9 i.e.,

Curlt1250, ~3!

along the contourG and its close vicinity. For realistic sys
tems like the one discussed here the two-state Curl cond
is usually fulfilled only approximately because the two-st
system~and in this sense any system of finite dimension! is
not completely isolated. However, in a recent publication
was shown that if the two-state system is coupled to oth
external, states through coupling terms of the order ofe all
equations of interest, among them, Eqs.~1!–~3!, are fulfilled
up to O(e2).11 In what follows we shall show, numerically
that Eq.~2! is reasonably well satisfied for the cases that w
be mentioned here.

Like any tri-atom system, three internal coordinat
characterize the C2H molecule. To perform our study we fi
the CC distance,r 1 , and assume the two other coordinates
be ordinary polar coordinates in a plane. In our studies
usually employ circular contours so that Eq.~1! becomes

g~wuq!5E
0

w

tw~w8uq!dw8, ~4!

and the corresponding expression for the anglea. Here
(tw /q) is the component oft12(s) along the circular contou
@in what follows the subscripts~1,2! and later, also~3,4!, will
be omitted#. In the first publication3 we assumed the origin to
be located at the point of one of the carbons which me
that (w,q), in Eq.~2!, were assumed to be (u,r 2) wherer 2 is
the distance between the~rotating! hydrogen and the~sta-
tionary! carbon andu is the angle between the~fixed! CC
bond and the~moving! CH bonds. Here, as was mentione
earlier, we refer to twins~of CIs! and therefore the relevan
origin of the system of coordinates is chosen to be locate
the middle of the line that combines the two twins.

Two pairs of twins will be discussed: one pair is betwe
the two lowest states designated as the~1,2! twins and the
other between the third and the fourth states, namely,
~3,4! twins.

Theab initio treatment6 provides the following Cartesian
NACTs, i.e.,^z i u]z j /]xk&, ^z i u]z j /]yk&, and ^z i u]z j /]zk&.
Herez i andz j are the adiabatic electronic wave functions f
the statesi and j and (xk ,yk ,zk) are the Cartesian coord
nates for thekth atom. The above NACTs were then tran
formed, employing chain rules, to NACTs with respect to t
relevant internal coordinates of C2H, namely ^z i u]z j /]r 2&
(5t r 2

), ^z i u]z j /]u&(5tu). More details regarding this pro
cedure will be given elsewhere. The second transforma
to obtaintw(w,q), namely, the (t r 2

,tu)→tw transformation,
is discussed in a recent publication12 (tq is ignored because
all reported calculations are for circular contours with fix
q!. Since we are interested intw as a function ofw and q,
also t r 2

and tu will be expressed in terms of these two c
ordinates.

Since the ‘‘twins’’ are located on the two sides of th
C2v line perpendicular to the C–C bond~hence to be termed
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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the C2v-axis!, the center of the circular paths is located
this axis. Although the molecular geometrical features
both sides of theC2v-axis are identical, the two functionst r 2

andtu are not expected to be symmetric because the inte
coordinatesr 2 andu were defined with respect to one of th
carbons. However,tw , which is defined with respect to
center on theC2v axis should be a symmetric function wit
respect to this line. In fact the most that can be expecte
that this symmetry is fulfilled up to a sign:utw(w)u5utw(p
2w)u and utw(p1w)u5utw(2p2w)u where 0<w<p.

In calculating the ADT angles we may encounter dif
culties caused by the fact thatab initio treatments yield only
the absolute values of the NACTs but not their sign. Still,
long ast r 2

and/or tu do not cross thew-axis their sign is
determined employing continuity. This procedure fails wh
these functions approach thew-axis where they become zero
In order to determine their sign in such a case we make
of the above mentioned symmetry properties and the ‘‘T
and Error’’ approach as will be explained next: Whe
tx(w,q) (x5r 2 or u! reaches thew-axis, a sign is attached to
it and the calculation oftw(w,q) is continued until, either,
the w-axis is reached again@where, again, a sign is attache
to tx(w,q)# or w reached 2p. This process of sign attach
ments for both functions, is repeated until the calcula
utw(w,q)u function becomes fully symmetric as discussed
the previous paragraph. From the few cases worked ou
far, the functiontw(w,q) including its sign was determine
unambiguously. In Figs. 1~a!–1~d! and Figs. 1~g!–1~j! are
presentedtw(wuq) andg(wuq), for the two pairs of twins.

In Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, 1~g!, and 1~h! are shown the results
for the ~1,2! twins, as obtained for twoq-values namely:q
51.875 and 2.475 Å. The first contour@for results in Figs.
1~a! and 1~g!#—the internal one—does not surround any
and the second@for results in Figs. 1~b! and 1~h!#—the ex-
ternal contour—surrounds both CIs. In case of the inter
contours, the topological phase,a(G)([g(w52puq)) has
to be identically zero by definition and in case of the exter
contour it has to be either a multiple of 2p or zero. It can be
seen~due to the complete anti-symmetry! that in both cases
a~G! is zero (;1024 Rad.). However, not only the two val
ues ofa~G! are the same but the two internal functions, p
sented in Figs. 1~a! and 1~g!, are similar to the external ones
presented in Figs. 1~b! and 1~h!, respectively. This may in-
dicate a continuous transition from the internal contour
sults to the external ones. Also to be seen is the comp
symmetry or more precise, the complete anti-symmetry
thetw(w/q) functions in the two above-mentioned interva
i.e., 0<w<p andp<w<2p.

In Figs. 1~c!, 1~d!, 1~i!, and 1~j! are presented the resul
for the ~3,4! twins which are;0.3 Å apart~this is the situ-
ation for CC distancer 151.25 Å). Results are shown fo
two q-values namely:q50.1 Å ~the internal contour! andq
50.2 Å ~the external contour!. The results in Figs. 1~c! and
1~i! are for the internal contour,~where the contour does no
surround any CI! and the results Figs. 1~d! and 1~j! are for
the external contour. In case of the internal contours,a~G!
has to be identically zero, and in case of the external con
it has to be either a multiple of 2p or zero. It can be seen tha
in both casesa~G! is zero. Moreover all features discusse
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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for the ~1,2! twins apply here, except that the transition fro
internal to external contour-results is not smooth at all. I

FIG. 1. The nonadiabatic coupling term,tw(wuq) and the ADT angle,
g(wuq), as a function ofw: Panels~a!–~f! are results fortw(wuq) as calcu-
lated for different situations, and differentq-values:~a! the ~1,2!-twins and
q51.875 Å ~internal contour!; ~b! the ~1,2!-twins andq52.475 Å ~external
contour!; ~c! the ~3,4!-twins andq50.1 Å ~internal contour!; ~d! the ~3,4!-
twins and q50.2 Å ~external contour!; ~e! the ~3,4!-single twin andq
50.2 Å; ~f! the ~3,4!-united-twins andq50.2 Å. Panels~g!–~l! are results
for g(wuq) as calculated for different situations, and differentq-values:~g!
the ~1,2!-twins andq51.875 Å ~internal contour!; ~h! the ~1,2!-twins and
q52.475 Å ~external contour!; ~i! the ~3,4!-twins andq50.1 Å ~internal
contour!; ~j! the ~3,4!-twins andq50.2 Å ~external contour!; ~k! the ~3,4!-
single twin andq50.2 Å; ~l! the ~3,4!-united-twins andq50.2 Å.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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not only that the shapes differ in each of the two interv
~0,p! and~p,2p! but also the magnitudes are different. The
is also another difference. In case of the~1,2! twins all func-
tions are also symmetric with respect to the twins-axis. This
is not the case for the~3,4! twins because, the situation be
low their axis~where are located the two carbons! and above
it, are not symmetric. Therefore, in order to guarantee t
a~G! is identically zero in case of the internal contou
tw(wuq) must be antisymmetric in each of the interval
namely@0,p# and@p,2p#, as it really is. The fact thata~G! is
also identically zero for the external contour implies th
tw(wuq) must be antisymmetric in this case as well.

In Figs. 1~e! and 1~k! are presented results for the~3,4!
CIs as obtained from a circular contour surrounding a sin
CI twin ~with its center at the point of the CI!. The results
were obtained forq50.2 Å ~the q-values are limited by the
distance between the two twins, which is;0.3 Å!. In case of
a single CI one expects thea~G! to be ;p. Indeed, we get
a(Guq50.2)53.204 Rad ~a similar calculation for q
50.1 Å yields the value of 3.154 Rad!. The deviations from
p are due to effects of other, nearby CIs of adjacent state
particular due to the~2,3! CI2 which is located at a distanc
of 0.34 Å from the twins!.

Finally, in Figs. 1~f! and 1~l! are presented results for th
coalesced twins. This was accomplished by increasing
CC distance to 1.35 Å. In this process is produced a newC2v
intersection but in contrast to the~2,3! C2v conical intersec-
tion this is aparabolical intersection~PI!. The reason being
that in case of the usual CI we should have, as befo
a~G!;p. In fact what we found is thata(G)50
(;1024 Rad.), which may be expected from ‘‘degenerat
Renner–Teller PIs.13 Thus, merging them did not change si
nificantly their features. Moreover, in contrast to the ordina
single CIs, they maintain the antisymmetry features for
tw(wuq) function in each of the two intervals, i.e., 0<w<p
andp<w<2p.

In what follows we discuss the implication of this stud
For this sake we assume that each twin has its ‘‘ow
NACT function, tw

(k)(wkuqk); k51,2 where (wk ,qk) is a
point in configuration space~CS! with respect to the system
of coordinates located at thekth CI. This function cannot be
produced byab initio treatments so that we have to find wa
to extract their features without knowing their function
shape. The connection between these two functions
tw(wuq) is given in the following expression:

tw~wuq!5
q

q1
tw

~1!~w1uq1!1
q

q2
tw

~2!~w2uq2!, ~5!

where it is assumed that all three sets of coordinates,
(w,q), (w1 ,q1), and (w2 ,q2) refer to the same point.

We have seen that in case of the twins t
tw(wuq)-function has to be antisymmetric in both, the@0,p#
and the@p,2p# intervals ~and, therefore, flips sign at eac
interval!. It is expected that, contrary totw(wuq), the tw

(k)

3(wkuqk)-functions do not flip sign throughout the whol
@0,2p# interval. The reason~but no proof! being that their
integral~which yields theaveragevalue of the NACT along
G! has to yield a relative large value, i.e.,p. Indeed, in all the
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cases studied so far and in particularly the present, the si
twin case@see Fig. 1~e!# we found that these functions do n
flip sign along the whole@0,2p# interval.

It is also straightforward to show that, due to symmet
the two functions,tw

(k)(wkuqk); k51,2 are related to eac
other in the following way:

tw
~2!~wuq!5tw

~1!~p2wuq!. ~6!

Based on the symmetry relations in Eq.~6! and on the
other features of thetw

(k)(wkuqk)—functions as discusse
above, the expression in Eq.~5! becomes

tw~wuq!5
q

q1
tw

~1!~w1uq1!2
q

q2
tw

~1!~p2w2uq2!. ~7!

Next we consider the case whereq@q0 (q0 is the dis-
tance between the two CIs! for which we haveqk5q
6(q0/2)cosw and w15w25w, both, hold to the order o
(q0 /q). As a result, Eq.~7! becomes

tw~wuq!5tw
~1!~wuq!2tw

~1!~p2wuq!1
q0 cosw

q
tw

~1!~wuq!.

~8!

The caseq050 is the coalesced CI-twins case and since
~8! applies for this case as well we get

tw~wuq!5tw
~1!~wuq!2tw

~1!~p2wuq!. ~9!

Thus at each point in CS the effect of such coalesced
is expected to be weaker than an ordinary CI~as it is a
difference between two expressions with identical sign!.
Taking this fact into account and recalling that itsaverage
value along any closed contour,G, is zero led us to define
this type of CI as a ‘‘degenerate conical intersection’’
concisely ‘‘DCI.’’ The feature that characterizes the DCI
that it, still, yields coupling between two adiabatic states a
this coupling, at any given direction, still, decreases likeq21

but altogether it is a much weaker interaction than us
@compare Figs. 1~e! and 1~f! both calculated forq50.2 Å#.

It is our belief that this behavior is not accidental a
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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that it might be typical for all CI twins. CIs twins were
already encountered before.14,15 In particular, Yarkony15 cal-
culateda~G! for the CI twins in Na3 (2 2E), along a contour
that surrounds the two twins employing Eq.~2!, and found it,
just like us, to be zero. If, indeed, this feature of CI twins
general one can ask: Why is it that the CI twins arran
themselves in such a way to be ofoppositesigns? The ex-
planation may be connected with the fact that the line in
gral in Eq. ~2! also yields theaverage valueof the NACT
along a given contour. Having zero for this magnitude is
way of the molecular system, just like any other physic
system ~e.g., the Principle of Least Actionin classical
mechanics16!, to produce the smallest possible interaction
the ‘‘Least Action.’’
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